
if you’re reading 
this, that means you downloaded it,

you should pat yourself on the back 
because you’re the coolest person

out!

this will only take a moment...

go on...flip the page!



foresight comics

trippy hippy

and

presents...

*dramatic music plays as credits roll*
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now,

lusaka city,

exact location withheld.

clank

clank

“nick Mcaree--



--that’s
your name,

isn’t it?

believe me,
you will talk.
they all do.

we’ve had
our eyes on you
for some time 

now...

...what do
you aim to

achieve by taking
the +26?

trippy hippy...
you’re making
a ruckus again

{hmmph}
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two days ago...

the volkswagen hippy

and 

in

plus two six

art and story: 
mwelwa musonko

foresight comics Trippy Hippy Records

next
stop...the 

#PlusTwoSix



oops...

cliffhanger!!! lol

....just how bad does Nick Mcaree and the trippy Hippies

have it?.... what did the guy even do to get in such 

a mess??? 

flip the page and the answers you seek

may yet be yours....
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follow 

@Trippyhippyzm

on twitter, instagram and facebook

and get to check out

#plustwosix [the video] for free.

wanna see way more dank art

and comics?? fret not!

simply follow:

@foresight.comics and @mwelxtax

on facebook to unlock these goodies!

the volkswagen hippy isn’t done! hell, feels like

we just got here! check out @trippyhippy_nickmacree 

on your instagram, twitter and facebook to continue the trippy 

adventures!!!!!!!

stay trippy!!! *throws the peace sign around!*


